1. Introduction. In this paper we present definitions for groups in which the notions of identity and inverse elements employed in earlier definitions (see Moore [l, [491] [492] and Dickson [2, pp. 198-201J) 1 are replaced by the notion of quasi-inverse elements. By a right (left) quasi-inverse of an element a in a groupoid r with operation o, we shall mean an element a'('a) in the groupoid such that (b o a) o a' = b('a o (a o b) =b) for every b in Y. It should be observed that since an inverse element is not describable without the notion of an identity element, the independence of the identity postulate from the inverse postulate is only vacuously verified. This not being the case with quasi-inverse elements, in our definitions the vacuous satisfaction of postulates is met with only in the case of the independence system for the closure postulate. We give three independent sets of postulates for groups, and four independent sets for Abelian groups. In the formulation of the latter sets, which are rather simple, we introduce modified versions of the associative law and of the quasi-inverse postulates.
2. List of postulates. In order to avoid repetition we give here a list of eleven conditions on an undefined class K and a binary operation o from which we select the various sets of postulates so that the system (K, o) shall be a group or an Abelian group respectively. In II, IL, IL, supply the clause: whenever a, b, c, and the indicated combinations are in K; in I IL and I IL, supply the clause: whenever b and a ob are in K; and in I IL and III3, supply the clause: whenever b and boa are in K. The list follows. In example (1) the blank indicates that the result of the corresponding combination is not in K. The list of independence examples .follows.
(1) K=l,2;
(2) K=l,2, 3;
(3) K -1, 2; 
